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Getting dressed in the morning should be easy. With our clear dress code guidelines,
students don't have to wonder which clothes are acceptable.
Sometimes students and parents do have questions about the dress code, and this page
is designed to make everything as clear as possible. Here you will find pictures and
videos of your fellow AJW students illustrating what to wear (and sometimes what not
to wear!) to school each day.

Tops and Outerwear
Shirts, Collared Dresses, and Jumpers: White, Light Blue and Navy Blue may be worn. You may
wear Red or your House color on Fridays.
SOLID COLORS





Shirts

Polo-/golf-style or Oxford-style collared shirts, short or long-sleeved.
Shirts and collared dresses must be buttoned appropriately, and shirts with tails must be
tucked in.
The only logos allowed on shirts are small logos that reflect the maker of the shirt and can be no
larger than one square inch.
Shirts must cover all of the mid-section when hands are raised above the head, and may be no
longer than fingertip length when arms are held to the sides.

Sweaters/Cardigans/Sweatshirts
Outerwear:




Sweaters, sweatshirts, fleece, and jackets of solid dress-code shirt color may be worn in the
classroom.
Hoods may not be worn at any time.
The only logos allowed on outerwear are small logos that reflect the maker of the shirt and can
be no larger than one square inch. All AJW logo outerwear sold by PTSA is acceptable.

Bottoms
Pants, Shorts, and Skirts: Navy Blue and Khaki (SOLID COLORS)








Docker-/Chino-style, non-denim long pants, shorts, or skirts worn at the natural waistline with
no undergarments visible. Cargo pants and shorts with 6 or fewer pockets are acceptable.
Pants, shorts, and slacks must not bag, sag, or drag.
Shorts, skirts, and dresses must be no shorter than the three inches above the knee, and must
assure modesty when seated, traveling the stairs, or managing daily activities.
Sweatpants, yoga pants, athletic pants, and athletic shorts are not allowed for ladies or
gentlemen. Holes or slits in pants, shorts, or skirts above the knee are unacceptable.
Leggings of dress code pants color may be worn only under skirts. Leggings and tights are
considered undergarments. The shorts, skirts, shirts, or dresses worn over them must be midthigh when a student is seated.
Belts are optional.

Pants

Shorts

Skirts

Dresses
Shirts, Collared Dresses, and Jumpers: Navy Blue and Khaki--SOLID COLORS



Polo-/golf-style or Oxford-style collared shirts, short or long-sleeved may be worn under
jumpers.
Shorts, skirts, and dresses must be no shorter than 3 inches above the knee, and must
assure modesty when seated, traveling the stairs, or managing daily activities.

Shoes
Footwear:


Proper shoes must be worn at all times. No bedroom shoes, shower shoes, mesh type
slippers, or shoes without backs are allowed. For safety reasons, students may not wear
shoes with heels higher than 2.5 inches, and all shoelaces must be tied.

What Not To Wear
General:






Clothing and/or hair should not be so extreme or inappropriate to the school setting as to
disrupt the education process. Therefore, clothing deemed by the administration to be
distracting, revealing, overly suggestive, or otherwise disruptive will not be permitted.
Wearing accessories or clothing that could pose a safety threat to oneself or others or is
disruptive to the educational setting is not allowed. No facial jewelry other than earrings may
be worn.
Hats, sunglasses, and glasses without prescription lenses may not be worn in the school
building.

